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Rubedo Press, 2015. Paperback. Condition: New. Language:
English . Brand New Book ***** Print on Demand
*****.DIAPHANY is an international peer-reviewed volume
dedicated to the living confluence of poetic, phenomenological
and empirical perceptions of reality. Drinking deeply from both
the arts and the sciences, and then dissolving their boundaries,
Diaphany weds the vital, experiential dimension of reality to
rigorous, source-based research. By embracing the principle of
qualitative presence, Diaphany seeks to breathe life into the
academic logos in a way that infuses philosophical gravitas
with a sweeping, visionary leaven. The concept of diaphany is
drawn from the work of German poet andKulturphilosoph,
Jean Gebser. For Gebser, transparency (Durchsichtigkeit) is
that which renders both darkness and light present. Diaphany
is designed accordingly as both a journal (from French jour,
day ) and a nocturne--a hymn to the night. Diaphany thus
conceived is a matrix not only for the rational structures of
consciousness (wakeful logos and light) but also for the prerational structures of consciousness (myth, dream, darkness).
In synthesising Enlightenment as well as Romantik streams of
culture, Diaphany seeks to render both sides of the human
experience more integrally present. While strictly peerreviewed, and while upholding the highest standards of
academic...
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Reviews
This pdf is wonderful. It is definitely simplified but excitement from the 50 percent in the ebook. You wont sense
monotony at at any time of your time (that's what catalogues are for relating to should you request me).
-- Ja queline K er luke
I just started looking at this pdf. It can be rally fascinating throgh studying period of time. Its been printed in an
extremely basic way and is particularly only following i finished reading through this publication where in fact altered
me, change the way i really believe.
-- Mr . Stepha n McK enz ie
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